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Abstract—Network update enables Software-Defined Networks
(SDNs) to optimize the data plane performance. The single update
focuses on processing one update event at a time, i.e., updating a
set of flows from their initial routes to target routes, but it fails to
handle continuously arriving update events in time incurred by
high-frequency network changes. On the contrary, the continuous
update proposed in “Update Algebra” can handle multiple
update events concurrently and respond to the network condition
changes at all times. However, “Update Algebra” only guarantees
the blackhole-free and loop-free update. The congestion-free
property cannot be respected. In this paper, we propose Coeus to
achieve the continuous update while maintaining consistency,
i.e., ensuring the blackhole-free, loop-free, and congestion-free
properties simultaneously. Firstly, we establish the continuous
update model based on the update operations in update events.
With the update model, we dynamically reconstruct the operation
dependency graph (ODG) to capture the relationship between up-
date operations and link utilization variations. Then, we develop
a composition algorithm to eliminate redundant operations in
update events. To further speed up the update procedure, we
present a partition algorithm to split the operation nodes of the
ODG into a series of suboperation nodes that can be executed
independently. The partition algorithm is proven to be optimal.
Finally, extensive evaluations show that Coeus can improve the
update speed by at least 179% and reduce redundant operations
by at least 52% compared with state-of-the-art approaches when
the arrival rate of update events equals three times per second.

Index Terms—Continuous update, consistency, SDNs, opera-
tion dependency graph.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) outsource the network
control function over switches to the logically centralized
controller. Benefitting from the global view of the controller
and the simplified data plane, SDNs can provide flexible
traffic management and fine-grained network monitoring (e.g.,
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traffic engineering [1]–[3] and failures recovery [4], [5]),
and have been widely deployed in datacenter networks [6]–
[8]. However, the traffic in datacenters is highly volatile and
bursty [9], [10]. To respond to the high-frequency network
condition variations, network applications produce a series of
network configuration updates [11], [12]. For simplicity, we
refer to a network configuration update as an update event.
Each update event consists of a series of update operations,
which assign new routes for flows. Executing an update event
means updating flows from their initial routes to target routes.
The SDNs controller needs to execute these continuously
arriving update events as soon as possible to optimize the
data plane performance continuously [13], [14]. Furthermore,
the network consistency should be guaranteed, where the
consistency means no blackholes, no forwarding loops, and
no link congestion during the update [15]–[18].

Most update solutions focus on processing the single update
event at a time, i.e., finding the update sequence for an
update event to shorten the update time while maintaining
consistency [19]–[25]. We collectively refer to these update
schemes as the single update. The single update fails to process
high-frequency network changes or the burst event in time.
For example, the load balancing can react to congestion and
produce update events at a microsecond level [26]. However,
the single update may complete each update event at a second
level [27]. In the single update, the continuously arriving
update events are executed in sequence. Each update event
cannot be responded to until the previous update events are
completed, leading to prolonged update time and poor network
performance. Instead of the single update, the current work,
“Update Algebra” [28], explores the solution that can execute
the continuously arriving update events in parallel. Specifi-
cally, “Update Algebra” models update operations in update
events as a set of projections and selects a feasible subset of
projections to execute. We refer to the solution of executing
continuous update events in parallel as the continuous update.
Although ‘Update Algebra” can rapidly handle continuous
update events, it only guarantees the blackhole-free and loop-
free properties and ignores the fact that different flows compete
for the limited link resources. Without a well-designed update
mechanism, transient link congestion may occur, leading to
packet loss and network performance degradation.

In this paper, we initiate the study of the continuous update
with consistency guaranteed, i.e., handling the continuously
arriving update events in time and ensuring consistency. To
achieve this goal, we face three main challenges: (1) The
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update operations in continuously arriving update events that
act on the same flow may be redundant [28], [29]. For
example, one update operation requires modifying a flow for-
warding rule. Then another update operation requires deleting
this forwarding rule. Actually, executing the delete operation
is equivalent to executing these two update operations in
sequence. It is challenging to identify and eliminate redundant
operations of continuously arriving update events in time
because these update events may contain lots of update op-
erations and appear rapidly. Besides, the execution of update
operations will incur the link resource variations, and the
link resource will conversely affect the execution order of
update operations. To produce a consistent update order, the
dependency relationship between link resources and update
operations should be carefully considered. (2) The number of
possible congestion-free update orders is exponential, even for
a single update event [27]. For an update event that updates
n flows, the number of possible update orders is O(n!). In-
volving multiple update events makes the problem essentially
harder. (3) We need to speed up the continuous update process,
i.e., increasing the parallel execution of update operations. We
aim to find as many independent operations as possible, which
can be executed simultaneously. To address the challenges
mentioned above, we make the following contributions.

Firstly, we develop Coeus to achieve the continuous update
while ensuring consistency. We illustrate the continuous up-
date problem by using an example (Sec. III) and build the
continuous update model (Sec. IV). The continuous update
model captures the continuously update events in the control
plane and the forwarding actions in the data plane. Besides,
we give an overview of Coeus (Sec. V).

Secondly, we propose a set of algorithms to achieve the
continuous update with consistency guaranteed (Sec. VI).
Specifically, based on the continuous update model, we dy-
namically reconstruct the operation dependency graph (ODG)
to capture the relationship between update operations and link
utilization variations. The ODG is a bipartite graph containing
the operation nodes and the resource nodes. Then, we develop
an operation composition algorithm to represent redundant op-
erations as directed loops and eliminate redundant operations
in the ODG. With the ODG and operation composition, we
solve the first two challenges. To address the third challenge,
we design a partition algorithm to split the operation nodes into
a series of independent suboperation nodes that can be updated
in parallel. We prove that the partition algorithm is optimal,
and the update of suboperation nodes ensures consistency.

Finally, we conduct large-scale simulations on two common
topologies (i.e., SWAN [27] and fat-tree [30]) to verify the
effectiveness of Coeus (Sec. VII). The simulations show that
Coeus can improve the update speed by at least 179% and
reduce redundant operations by at least 52% compared with
state-of-the-art approaches when the arrival rate of update
events is three times per second.

II. RELATED WORK

With the advent of SDNs, the update problem has been
widely studied in recent years. Reitblatt et al. [6] introduced
the notion of consistent update in SDNs and proposed the

two-phase update protocols to maintain per-packet coherence.
To ensure connectivity consistency, Ludwig and Foerster et
al. [31], [32] achieved the fast blackhole-free and loop-free
update by using node-ordering protocols. However, they do
not consider link congestion. To ensure the congestion-free
condition, zUpdate [7] and SWAN [33] utilized the slack link
capacity to produce the static congestion-free update sequence.
On these bases, Xin et al. [27] and Gandhi et al. [34] presented
the dynamic update scheduling by utilizing the global resource
dependency graph. Wang et al. [20] and Wu et al. [35] divided
the global dependency relationship into the local dependency
relationship by dividing flows into segments. Then, indepen-
dent segments can be updated in parallel while the congestion-
free condition is guaranteed. By taking advantage of time
synchronization protocols [36]–[38], Zheng et al. [39]–[41]
designed heuristic algorithms to update a single flow and
multiple flows at a specified time with minimum time step
while maintaining the congestion-free property. Different with
scheduling update commands in a centralized manner, Nguyen
et al. [42] proposed a decentralized mechanism to achieve the
blackhole-free, loop-free, and congestion-free update. Besides,
when a congestion-free update plan does not exist, Zheng et
al. [25], [43] designed a flow migration approach to minimize
transient congestion and shorten the makespan. Nevertheless,
all of the update solutions mentioned above mainly focus on
producing the update order for the single update event. Such
an update manner leads to the serial execution of continuous
update events, which slows down the makespan significantly.

To the best of our knowledge, Li et al. [28] firstly studied the
continuous update problem. The authors built the theoretical
framework for continuous update events based on abstract al-
gebra and executed updates based on the operation projection.
Although “Update Algebra” [28] can generate the blackhole-
free and loop-free update order, it cannot guarantee the
congestion-free condition, leading to packet loss and network
performance degradation. On this basis, we proposed Coeus,
which is the first work to handle the continuous update events
with blackhole-free, loop-free, and congestion-free properties
guaranteed simultaneously.

III. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section, we use a motivating example to illustrate the
continuous update problem. For convenience, we summarize
important notations in Table I.

Fig. 1(a) shows a network topology containing seven
switches R1∼R7, where the capacity of link 〈R1, R5〉 equals
5 units and others equal 10 units. The update event 1 (UE1)
and the update event 2 (UE2) arrive sequentially. UE1 will
install forwarding rules of two flows FA and FB , where
demands of FA and FB are both 5 units. UE2 will install
forwarding rules of flow FC , where the demand of FC is
8 units. Each update event incurs different network states,
where each network state captures the routing information.
We use the directed edge to denote the routing state of each
flow. The dashed line denotes that the forwarding rules of the
flow have not been installed, while the solid line denotes that
the forwarding rules of the flow have already been installed.
Fig. 1(b) denotes that when UE1 appears, the controller will
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(d) Network state 3(b) Update event 1 (network state 1)

Fig. 1. A continuous update example. Fig. 1(a) shows the network topology. The capacity of link 〈R1, R5〉 is assumed to be 5 units while others are assumed
to be 10 units. The dashed line denotes that the forwarding rules for the flow will be installed in switches, and the flow will route on its target path. The solid
line denotes that the forwarding rules for the flow have been installed in switches and the flow has been routed on its target path. Fig. 1(b) represents that
the update event 1 will assign the paths of FA and FB , where the demand of FA and FB are both 5 units. Fig. 1(c) represents that FA has been routed on
its target path, while the forwarding rules for FB have not been installed. Fig. 1(d) represents that FB has been routed on its target path. Fig. 1(e) represents
that the update event 2 will inject flow FC with 8 units in the network. FA, and FB need to be rerouted to avoid the congestion on 〈R3, R4〉.
assign the path of FA and FB . However, the corresponding
forwarding rules have not been installed in switches. Fig. 1(c)
shows that in the network state 2 (NS2), FA has been updated
to its target path while FB has not been updated1. The network
state 3 (NS3) shown in Fig. 1(d) indicates that FB has been
updated. In NS3, UE1 is finished since all update operations
in UE1 are executed, i.e., flows in UE1 are routed on their
target paths. Fig. 1(e) shows that when UE2 occurs after UE1,
the controller will assign the route of FC and change the routes
of FA and FB due to the limited capacity of link 〈R3, R4〉.

TABLE I
KEY NOTATIONS

Notation Meaning
G Directed network graph G = (V,E)
V Set of switches {v}
E Set of links {〈u, v〉}
cu,v Capacity of link 〈u, v〉
F Set of flows {fi}
dfi Demand of flow fi
UE Update event
OUE Set of update operations in UE.
ÔUE Set of unexecuted update operations in UE.
NS Network state

NSinit Initial network state
OI Set of executed update operations
ONI Set of unexecuted update operations
GD Operation dependency graph
Ofi Operation node with a set of unexecuted update operations

of fi in the operation dependency graph
ofi Update operation in Ofi

Ru,v Resource node in the operation dependency graph
ru,v Residual resources of the resource node

Since the network traffic is highly dynamic, update events
may occur randomly and continuously. In the single update,
the subsequent update event must wait for the completion of
previous update events, i.e., if UE2 occurs after UE1, UE2

cannot be processed until all of the flows in UE1 are routed on
their target paths. This serial update prolongs the makespan.
This paper aims to rapidly respond to random and continuous
update events while ensuring blackhole-free, loop-free, and
congestion-free properties. However, achieving the objective
is full of challenges. For example, UE2 occurs when UE1

has installed the forwarding rule of FA in switch R2 but has
not installed the forwarding rule of FA in switch R3. UE1

encourages the controller to install the forwarding rule of FA

in R3, making R3 forward FA to R4. In the meantime, UE2

also encourages the controller to install another forwarding

1NS2 is a possible network state. In practice, update commands can be sent
by the controller simultaneously and completed by the data plane switches
asynchronously, resulting in different network states. Coeus can be applied to
all of the possible network states.

rule of FA in R3, making R3 forward FA to R7. Therefore,
simply installing all of the forwarding rules of continuous
update events may lead to chaotic routing. Besides, switches
must have forwarding rules of each incoming flow, and the
flow should not have transient loops during updates (i.e., the
blackhole-free and loop-free properties should be guaranteed).
For example, when UE2 occurs after NS3, switch R5 should
have the forwarding rule of FA before FA reaches. Besides, the
new forwarding rules of FA should be installed in R3 and R7

after the original forwarding rule in R2 is removed. Otherwise,
the transient loop 〈R2, R3〉 → 〈R3, R7〉 → 〈R7, R2〉 appears.
To guarantee a congestion-free condition, the update order of
multiple flows should be carefully calculated. For example,
when UE2 occurs after NS3, FA should not be updated before
FB . Otherwise, link congestion occurs due to the limited
resources of 〈R1, R5〉. Similarly, FC should be updated after
FA. To further speed up the update process, the concurrency
of update operations should be taken into account. For each
flow, we should carefully consider which update operations
can be executed in parallel. For example, when UE2 occurs
after NS3, installing the forwarding rules of FA in R1 and R3

simultaneously cannot incur inconsistency. However, installing
the forwarding rules of FA in R2, R3, and R7 simultaneously
may result in transient loops since the execution of update
operations in the data plane is asynchronous [44].

IV. UPDATE MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we will introduce the continuous update
model and the continuous update problem.

A. Continuous Update Model

The general network can be modeled as a directed graph
G = (V,E), where V is the set of switches and E ⊆ V 2

is the set of bi-directional links. Each link 〈u, v〉 ∈ E has a
capacity cu,v . F is the set of s−d flows in the network, where
s and d are the source and destination of a flow. Each flow
fi ∈ F is an unsplittable flow with demand dfi .

In the control plane, continuous update events arrive ran-
domly. Each update event UE = {ofi |∀fi ∈ F} contains a
set of update operations {ofi} that assign routes of flows. An
update operation ofi is the operation necessary to change the
route of a flow. To be more specific, ofi acts on a single
switch to add, modify, or delete the forwarding rule of fi.
If an update operation ofi sent by the controller is executed
on the switch, the switch will execute the corresponding for-
warding action. All of the update operations can be classified
into three types {add,mod, del}. We illustrate the mapping
relationship between update operations in the control plane
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TABLE II
VALID UPDATE OPERATIONS OF UEn

Update Event Update Operation
UEm ofiadd ofidel ofimod

UEn ofidel ‖ ofimod ofiadd ofidel ‖ ofimod

and forwarding actions in the data plane. If ofi is an add
operation ofiadd :add{fwd v} and is executed on switch u, the
switch u adds the forwarding rule and forwards fi from u to
v. If ofi is a del operation ofidel : del{fwd v} and is executed
on switch u, the forwarding rules of fi is deleted. Similarly, if
ofi is a mod operation ofimod :mod{fwd v → fwd w} and is
executed on switch u, the switch u forwards fi to w instead
of v. In fact, ofimod can be treated as a delete operation ofidel
that removes the original forwarding rule of fi, and an add
operation ofiadd that adds the new forwarding rule of fi.

The network state NS={OI, ONI} characterizes the current
routing state. OI denotes the set of update operations that have
been executed and ONI denotes the set of update operations
that have not been executed. Suppose there are n continuous
update events, OI and ONI can be expressed as follows.
OI ={(OUE1

−ÔUE1
)... ∪ (OUEi−ÔUEi )... ∪ (OUEn−ÔUEn )} (1)

ONI = {ÔUE1
... ∪ ÔUEi ... ∪ ÔUEn} (2)

where OUEi and ÔUEi represent all of the update operations
and all of the unexecuted update operations in the i-th arriving
update event UEi, respectively. When update event UEi

occurs, ÔUEi = OUEi . With the update procedure, update
operations in ÔUEi are continuously executed until ÔUEi = ∅.
Therefore, operations in OI and ONI vary with the time.

B. Continuous Update Problem

The network update needs to schedule unexecuted update
operations in order to preserve the consistency properties [6].
Instead of executing the continuously arriving update events
serially, the continuous update aims to process update events
concurrently. To characterize the update process of the con-
tinuous update, we define the initial network state as follows.

Definition 1. Initial Network State: The initial network state
is the state that all of the previously arrived update events are
completed, i.e., no update operations need to be executed in
the data plane at this time.

In the initial network state, OI = ∅. The network will
not update routes of flows. With the emergence of newly
arriving update events {UE}new, a series of update operations
should be executed to configure routes of flows continuously.
Therefore, the continuous update process starts from the initial
network state and ends when all of the newly arriving update
events {UE}new are completed. In the continuously arriving
update events, not all of the update operations are valid. We
define the validity of update operations as follows.
Definition 2. Valid Update Operations: For each flow,
the valid update operations depend on the previous update
operations acting on the same switches. The valid update
operations enable each switch to have at most one forwarding
rule for each flow, and the incorrect operation is not permitted.

Specifically, the valid update operations follow the rules
shown in Table II, where UEm is a previous update event, and

UEn is a newly arriving update event. On the specified switch,
if UEm involves an add operation ofiadd for fi, the operation in
UEn should only be a del or mod operation (i.e., ofidel ‖ o

fi
mod)

that deletes or modifies the original forwarding rule of fi.
Otherwise, there is another add operation ofiadd ∈ UEn for fi
acting on the same switch, leading to chaotic routing. If UEm

involves a del operation ofidel, the operation for fi in UEn

should only be an add operation (i.e., ofiadd). It is because
that if ofidel ∈ UEm for fi is executed, there is no forwarding
rule that needs to be deleted or modified for fi on the same
switch. Therefore, ofimod ∈ UEn or ofiadd ∈ UEn that appears
after ofidel ∈ UEm is an incorrect update operation. If UEm

contains a mod operation ofimod, the operation in UEn acting
on the same switch should only be a del or mod operation (i.e.,
ofidel ‖ o

fi
mod). It is because that if there is an add operation

ofiadd ∈ UEn that appears after a mod operation ofimod ∈ UEm,
the switch will have two forwarding rules for fi.
Definition 3. Valid Update Event: The valid update event
contains a series of valid update operations for each flow.

In this paper, we assume that all of the continuously arriving
update events are valid update events. Now we define the
continuous update problem.
Definition 4. Continuous Update Problem: The continuous
update problem aims to design a scheduling scheme to ex-
ecute valid update events that arrive continuously in time.
Meanwhile, the blackhole-free, loop-free, and congestion-free
properties should be guaranteed during the update procedure.

We propose Coeus to solve the continuous update problem.
Coeus is mainly focus on valid update events. However,
network applications sometimes generate invalid update events
due to the highly dynamic network environment [45], [46]. In
Sec VI-G, we discuss how to convert invalid update events so
as Coeus can also process them.

V. COEUS OVERVIEW

In this section, we will introduce Coeus. Coeus mainly
focuses on traffic management applications for the network
core (e.g., B4 [1], SWAN [33]). Similar to [20], [27], [28],
Coeus assumes that each forwarding rule in the switch matches
at most one flow, making Coeus unsuitable for wild-card rules
or the longest prefix matching. We make this assumption since
a loop-free update order does not exist in networks that use
wild-card rules or the longest prefix matching [19].

The entire workflow of Coeus is shown in Fig. 2. In SDNs,
update events arrive continuously. To react to these update
events in time, the centralized controller judges whether the
previous update events have been finished when the new
update event arrives. If previous update events have been
finished, we build an operation dependency graph for newly
arriving update events. Otherwise, we make a further judgment
about whether the update operations in newly arriving update
events act on new flows or existing flows in the data plane.
For the update operations that act on new flows, i.e., executing
these operations will add paths for new flows, we build new
operation nodes for these flows in the operation dependency
graph and construct the corresponding dependency relation-
ship. For the update operations that act on the existing flows,
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Fig. 2. Overview of Coeus.

i.e., executing these operations will change the routes of
flows, we add these operations to existing operation nodes and
dynamically reconstruct the dependency relationship between
existing operation nodes and link resource nodes. However,
the continuously arriving update events may contain redundant
update operations, which increases the size of the dependency
graph and prolongs the update time. The operation compo-
sition module is designed to eliminate redundant operations
in the operation dependency graph. With the composited
dependency graph, the operation node partition module divides
the operation nodes into a series of independent suboperation
nodes that can be updated in parallel. Finally, according
to the dependency graph with suboperation nodes, the up-
date scheduling module sends a set of update commands to
switches, and switches execute these commands until all of
the update events are completed.

VI. COEUS SCHEDULING

In this section, we will present Coeus consisting of a series
of algorithms to achieve the continuous update while ensuring
consistency.

Before introducing the algorithms in detail, we sketch the
problems solved by each algorithm.

The first problem is when update events arrive continuously,
how to determine the dependency relationship between link
resources and update operations to ensure the congestion-free
update. To solve this problem, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2
construct the initial dependency graph and dynamically recon-
struct the dependency graph when an update event occurs.

The second problem is when we reconstruct the depen-
dency graph, the update operations in update events increase
the size of the dependency graph, resulting in complicated
dependencies and long update time. However, we do not
need to perform all the update operations since some update
operations in update events are redundant. How to identify
and eliminate redundant operations to reduce the size of the
dependency graph? To solve this problem, Algorithm 3 checks
and eliminates the directed cycles in the dependency graph so
as to combine redundant operations into fewer equivalent ones.

The third problem is that Algorithm 3 only reduces the num-
ber of operations that need to be executed. To ensure that each
flow does not suffer from the blackholes and forwarding loops,
a feasible solution is to perform all update operations of a flow
serially in reverse order [28], [31], [42]. To further speed up
the update process, we need to investigate how to implement
the parallel update. To solve this problem, Algorithm 4 splits
the operation nodes into a series of independent suboperation
nodes that can be executed in parallel.

The last problem is how to send the update commands to
data plane switches in order while ensuring consistency. To
solve this problem, Algorithm 5 schedules updates based on
the constraints imposed by the operation dependency graph.

Now we introduce our algorithms in detail.

A. Continuous Update Process

Algorithm 1 illustrates the complete continuous update
process. Once an update event appears after the initial network
state, we construct the initial operation dependency graph GD

(lines 1-5). When the operation dependency graph GD 6= ∅,
i.e., the update events have not been completed, we check
whether a new update event UE arrives (lines 7). Once a new
update event occurs, we divide update operations in UE into
the update operations for the existing flows and the update
operations for the emerging flows. We use Ofi

UE to denote
a set of update operations for fi in update event UE. If fi
is an existing flow, we apply Algorithm 3 to composite the
update operations in the dependency graph (lines 9-10). If fi
is an emerging flow, we reconstruct the dependency graph by
adding a new operation node and building the corresponding
dependency relationships (lines 11-14). Then, we apply Al-
gorithm 4 to generate suboperation nodes in the dependency
graph (line 15). According to the operation dependency graph
with suboperation nodes, we apply Algorithm 5 to produce
and send a set of update commands to update the data plane
switches until GD = ∅ (line 16).

Algorithm 1 Continuous Update Process
Input: The continuously arriving update events
Output: A set of update commands
1: GD(O,R,EO99KR, ER99KO) = ∅;
2: for each updated flow fi do
3: Add Ofi with its demand dfi in O;
4: for each operation ofi ∈ Ofι do
5: Apply Algorithm 2 to obtain the ODG;
6: for GD(O,R,EO99KR, ER99KO) 6= ∅ do
7: if the new update event UE arrives then
8: for each Ofi

UE do
9: if flow fi is the existing flow then

10: Apply Algorithm 3 to composite update operations;
11: else
12: Add Ofi

UE with its demand dfi in O;
13: for each operation ofi ∈ Ofi

UE do
14: Apply Algorithm 2 to build the dependency relationship;
15: Apply Algorithm 4 to divide an operation node into independent

suboperation nodes;
16: Apply Algorithm 5 to schedule update commands;

B. Operation Dependency Graph Construction

When update events occur continuously, we construct and
adjust the operation dependency graph to capture the relation-
ship between the resource variations and update operations.
We define the operation dependency graph as follows.

Definition 5. Operation Dependency Graph (ODG): The
operation dependency graphGD(O,R,EO99KR, ER99KO) is a
bipartite graph that captures dependency relationships be-
tween update operations and link resources, where the two
subsets of vertices O and R denote the set of update operations
and the set of links. EO99KR is the set of directed edges from
vertices in O to vertices in R, and ER99KO is the set of directed
edges from vertices in R to vertices in O.
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Fig. 3. Operation dependency graph of UE1, NS2, and UE2 in Fig. 1.

Specifically, each operation node Ofi ∈ O with a set of
unexecuted update operations {ofi} is labeled with the flow
demand dfi . Each link resource node Ru,v ∈ R is labeled
with the residual link resources ru,v . The edge ERu,v99KOfi ∈
ER99KO denotes that once the update operation ofi ∈ Ofi is
executed, the link resource will be occupied by fi. Inversely,
the edge EOfi99KRu,v ∈ EO99KR denotes that executing the
update operation ofi ∈ Ofi will release the link resource.

Now we introduce the dependency relationship construction
in Algorithm 2. As Algorithm 1 mentioned, we add the
operation node Ofi in O (lines 2, 3). Then, in Algorithm 2,
we judge the type of each update operation ofi ∈Ofi . For each
update operation ofi ∈Ofi , we build a directed edge between
Ofi and Ru,v in the ODG (lines 1-13). Specifically, if ofi is
an add operation, executing ofi will add the new forwarding
rule in switch u, which forwards fi to link 〈u, v〉. Therefore,
the link resources of 〈u, v〉 will be consumed. We add resource
node Ru,v in the ODG if Ru,v does not exist. Then we add
directed edge ERu,v99KOfi in ER99KO (lines 1-4). Similarly,
we build the relationship between the operation node and the
resource node if ofi is a del or mod operation (lines 5-13).
Note that a mod operation can be treated as a del operation
and an add operation, we add ERu,v99KOfi in ER99KO and
EOfi99KRp,q in EO99KR (lines 9-13).

Algorithm 2 Dependency Relationship Construction
Input: The update operation ofi ∈ Ofi

Output: The dependency relationship between Ofi and Ru,v

1: if ofi is an add operation then
2: if corresponding link node Ru,v /∈ R then
3: Add Ru,v with its current capacity cu,v in R;
4: Add ERu,v99KOfi

in ER99KO ;
5: if ofi is a del operation then
6: if corresponding link node Rp,q /∈ R then
7: Add Rp,q with its current capacity cp,q in R;
8: Add EOfi 99KRp,q

in EO99KR;
9: if ofi is a mod operation then

10: Treat ofi as an add and a del operation;
11: if corresponding link node Ru,v or Rp,q /∈ R then
12: Add Ru,v with its current capacity cu,v or add Rp,q with its

current capacity cp,q in R;
13: Add ERu,v99KOfi

in ER99KO and EOfi 99KRp,q
in EO99KR;

The ODG maintains the dependency relationship between
the unexecuted update operations and the link resources. We
illustrate the variation of the ODG when the update operations
in Ofi are executed. Once ofi ∈ Ofi is executed, we remove
ofi from Ofi and delete the directed edge between Ofi and
Ru,v established by ofi . Besides, the link residual resources
are also updated. Specifically, if the performed operation
is an add operation, fi is routed on its target path and
the corresponding link resources are consumed. The residual
link resources can be updated by following Eq. (3). If the
performed operation is a del operation, i.e., the forwarding rule

of fi is deleted, the occupied link resources are released. The
residual link resources can be updated by following Eq. (4).
Similarly, if the performed operation is a mod operation, the
resources on the target link of fi are updated by following
Eq. (3), and the resources on the initial link of fi are updated
by following Eq. (4).

r∗u,v = ru,v − dfi (3)

r∗u,v = ru,v + dfi (4)

Fig. 3 shows the ODG of UE1, NS2, and UE2 in Fig. 1.
We assume that UE2 arises after NS2. Fig. 3(a) corresponds
to the ODG of UE1 shown in Fig. 1(b), where the operation
node OfA contains a set of unexecuted operations {oFA(R1,add)

,

oFA(R2,add)
, oFA(R3,add)

} of FA. Fig. 3(b) corresponds to the ODG
of NS2 shown in Fig. 1(c). Since operations in OFA has
been executed and FA has been routed on its target path, the
corresponding directed edges are removed and the residual
link resources are updated. Fig. 3(c) shows the ODG of UE2.
which means update operations in UE2 will add the route of
flow FC and adjust the routes of FA and FB .

C. Operation Composition

We present the graph-based operation composition to reduce
the number of redundant operations in continuously arriving
update events. Different from the algebra-based rules composi-
tion mentioned in [28], the graph-based operation composition
is more intuitive and easier to be applied in the ODG.

The input of the algorithm is the update operation in a
newly arriving update event UE and the ODG. After the
operation composition, the algorithm outputs the composited
dependency graph with fewer operations that need to be exe-
cuted. To transform redundant operations into fewer equivalent
ones, we add the update operation in UE to the existing
operation node in the ODG. For the added operation, we
construct the directed edge between the operation node and
the resource node. Then we check whether the addition of the
operation will incur a direct cycle between the operation node
and the resource node. If a directed cycle forms, we treat the
operations that establish the two directed edges of a directed
cycle as redundant operations. By eliminating directed cycles
and removing the corresponding operations in the ODG, the
number of operations that need to be executed is reduced. We
will explain the operation composition algorithm in detail and
then prove that the composited operations are correct.

Algorithm 3 shows an operation composition process. When
an update event UE with a set of update operations occurs,
we add each operation ofi to the corresponding operation node
and apply Algorithm 2 to build the dependency relationship
(lines 1-2). According to the rules of constructing the ODG,
if ofi is an add operation, we establish the directed edge
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ERu,v99KOfi in the ODG, which means that fi will route on
the link 〈u, v〉 and consume the link resources. If there exists
the directed edge EOfi99KRu,v in the ODG, which denotes that
Ofi has a del operation ōfidel to delete the forwarding rule of fi
on switch u and the resources of link 〈u, v〉 will be released.
In this case, a cycle forms between Ofi and Ru,v . We treat
the add operation ofi and the del operation ōfidel which will
occupy and release the same link resources successively as
redundant operations. Since the target path of the flow will
not be changed by discarding these two update operations, we
remove two directed edges forming a cycle and {ofi , ōfidel}
from the ODG (lines 3-6). Similarly, if ofi is a del operation
and a cycle forms, according to Definition 2, there is an add
or a mod operation ōfi in Ofi . If ōfi is an add operation, we
remove ofi and ōfi directly. Otherwise, we divide ōfi into
an add operation ōfiadd and a del operation ōfidel. Then we
remove ofi and ōfiadd from Ofi (lines 7-12). If ofi is a mod
operation and a cycle forms, we split ofi into ofiadd and ofidel,
and eliminate the redundant operations related to the removed
edges (lines 13-19). Besides, if the residual operations of ofi
and ōfi contain a del operation and an add operation acting on
different links, we combine the residual operations into a new
mod operation õfi (line 20). If ofi does not incur a cycle in
the ODG and there exists another update operation ôfi acting
on the same switch, we combine these two operations into a
new mod operation õfi (line 22).

Algorithm 3 Operation Composition
Input: The operation in a newly arriving update event and the ODG
Output: The composited dependency graph
1: Add ofi in Ofi ;
2: Apply Algorithm 2 to build the dependency relationship;
3: if there is a directed cycle between Ofi and Ru,v then
4: Remove edges ERu,v99KOfi

and EOfi 99KRu,v
;

5: if ofi is an add operation then
6: Ofi = Ofi/{ofi , ōfidel}, where ōfidel is the operation that estab-

lished the directed edge EOfi 99KRu,v
;

7: if ofi is a del operation then
8: if ōfi is an add operation then
9: Ofi = Ofi/{ofi,ōfiadd}, where ō

fi
add is the operation that

established the directed edge ERu,v99KOfi
;

10: else
11: Divide ōfi into ōfiadd and ōfidel;
12: Ofi = Ofi/{ofi , ōfiadd};
13: if ofi is a mod operation then
14: Divide ofi into ofiadd and ofidel;
15: if ōfi is an add or a del operation then
16: Ofi = Ofi/{ofidel, ō

fi
add} or Ofi = Ofi/{ofiadd, ō

fi
del};

17: else
18: Divide ōfi into ōfiadd and ōfidel;
19: Remove the divided operations of ofi and ōfi that established

the directed edges ERu,v99KOfi
and EOfi 99KRu,v

;
20: Combine the residual operations of ofi and ōfi into a new mod

operation õfi ;
21: else
22: Combine ofi and ôfi into a new operation õfi , where ôfi and ofi

are update operations for fi that acting on the same switch;

Fig. 4 is an example to illustrate the operation composition.
We assume that UE2 (shown in Fig. 1(e)) occurs after NS2

(shown in Fig. 1(c)). For simplicity, Fig. 4 only shows the
composition result of operation node OFB . In NS2, OFB

contains update operations {ōFB(R1,add)
, ōFB(R5,add)

}. In Fig. 4(a),
the black line denotes the dependency relationship between

<R1,R5>:5 <R5,R3>:10<R1,R2>:5 <R1,R2>:5

(b) Composited Operation(a) Operation Composition of NS2 and UE2

<R2,R3>:5 <R2,R3>:5

BF
O :5 BF

O :5

Fig. 4. Illustration of operation composition for OFB .
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Fig. 5. Composited dependency graph.

link resources and the unexecuted operations in NS2. Then,
UE2 arises, Coeus adds a set of new operations {oFB(R1,mod),

oFB(R5,del)
, oFB(R2,add)

} to OFB . The red line in Fig. 4(a) denotes
the dependency relationship between link resources and the
operations in UE2. Update operations {oFB(R5,add)

, oFB(R5,del)
}

and {oFB(R1,add)
, oFB(R1,mod)} incur two cycles. According to

Algorithm 3, we delete {oFB(R5,add)
, oFB(R5,del)

} and the corre-
sponding edges in the ODG. Besides, we divide oFB(R1,mod) into
oFB(R1,add)

and oFB(R1,del)
. Then, we delete {oFB(R1,add)

, oFB(R1,del)
}

from the operation node OFB and remove directed edges. The
composited operation node OFB is shown in Fig. 4(b) and the
composited operation dependency graph is shown in Fig. 5.
Definition 6. Correct Update Operations: The correct up-
date operations in the update event mean that if all update
operations are executed, flows will be routed through their
target paths required by the update event, and there are no
redundant forwarding rules for each flow in switches.

In the single update, all operations in the previous update
events must be finished before executing the new update
event. For example, we assume that two valid update events
UEm, UEn arrive successively. When UEn occurs, the update
operations of UEm may be completed, partially executed, or
unexecuted. UEn can only be responded after all of the update
operations in UEm are finished. Since UEm and UEn are
valid update events, executing UEm and UEn orderly makes
switches always forward flows to the target paths specified
by the update event. Therefore, in the single update, the
correctness of update operations can always be guaranteed.
Table III represents the correct update operations in the single
update, where blanks denote invalid operations. However, the
single update incurs lots of unnecessary operations. In Coeus,
regardless of the state of UEm, UEn can be responded in time
by compositing the unexecuted operations in UEm and the
operations in UEn. Now, we prove that the update operations
are still correct after the operation composition.

TABLE III
CORRECT OPERATIONS IN THE SINGLE UPDATE

UEn

UEm o
fi
add o

fi
del o

fi
mod

o
fi
add o

fi
add

o
fi
del o

fi
del o

fi
del

o
fi
mod o

fi
mod o

fi
mod

Theorem 1. The graph-based operation composition produces
the correct update operations.

Proof: Table IV shows the result of operation composi-
tion when operations in UEm have not been executed and
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TABLE IV
COMPOSITION OF UEm AND UEn

UEn

UEm o
fi
add o

fi
del o

fi
mod

o
fi
add ∅ ‖ õfimod

o
fi
del ∅ o

fi
del

o
fi
mod õ

fi
add õ

fi
mod

UEn occurs. We prove that after the operation composition,
executing operations in Table IV and Table III are equivalent.
According to Algorithm 3, an add operation in UEn and a
del operation in UEm may produce two types of operations
after composition. One is the empty set ∅, which means doing
nothing in the switch. The flow still routes along its original
path. This composited result corresponds to the condition
where a del operation in UEm deletes the original path of flow,
then an add operation in UEn adds the new path which is the
same as the original path in the single update. Another possible
result is a new mod operation õfimod that will delete the original
path and add a new path of fi, making fi route along the
new path. This composited result corresponds to the condition
where a del operation in UEm deletes the original path of
flow and an add operation in UEn adds the new path which is
different from the original path. Therefore, executing the new
operation õfimod is equivalent to executing the corresponding
update operations serially in the single update.

Similarly, if there is an add operation ofiadd∈UEm and a del
operation ofidel∈UEn, in the single update, ofiadd and ofidel are
executed successively. The switch will install and then delete
the forwarding rule of fi (i.e., there is no forwarding rule for
fi on the switch in the end). In the continuous update, since
UEm and UEn have not been executed, we composite these
two operations into ∅ which means that we will not install
the forwarding rule for fi. For an add operation ofiadd∈UEm

and a mod operation ofimod ∈ UEn, Coeus composites these
operations into a add operation õfiadd. Once õfiadd is executed,
fi will be forwarded to its new path. The routing of fi is
identical to performing an add operation ofiadd ∈ UEm and a
mod operation ofimod ∈ UEn successively. For the case where
update operations in UEn and UEm are mod operations, the
single update executes ofimod ∈UEn and fi will finally route
through the path specified by ofimod ∈ UEn. According to
Algorithm 3, Coeus divides these two mod operations into add
operations and del operations. Then the redundant operations
are removed, and the residual operations are composed into
the new mod operation õfimod. The final path of fi specified
by õfimod is the same as that of ofimod ∈ UEn.

Note that if operations in UEm have been executed when
UEn occurs, operations in UEn cannot be combined with
operations in UEm. Therefore, Coeus will execute operations
of UEn in switches according to the rule shown in Table III.

D. Operation Node Partition

To speed up the update process, we present an operation
node partition algorithm to divide each operation node into a
series of independent suboperation nodes that can be updated
in parallel. Our algorithm is inspired by the partition tech-
nology used in [20], [35], while they either cause excessive

dependencies among each partition [20] or cannot be applied
to the situation where the network has potential loops [35]. In
Coeus, we develop a novel partition algorithm. We prove that
our algorithm is optimal for obtaining independent suboper-
ation nodes. Besides, we prove that each suboperation node
produced by the algorithm can be updated in a blackhole-free
and loop-free manner. Now, we define the suboperation node
and the independent suboperation node.

Definition 7. Suboperation Node: The suboperation node
Ofi

j ⊆ Ofi contains at least one mod operation to shift fi
from its original path to target path. The union of suboper-
ation nodes contains all update operations in Ofi and each
suboperation node contains different update operations, i.e.,
Ofi

j ∪O
fi
j+1 ∪ · · · = Ofi , Ofi

j ∩O
fi
j+1∩ · · · = ∅.

Definition 8. Independent Suboperation Node: The inde-
pendent suboperation node is the suboperation node that can
be updated independently without incurring forwarding loops.

In the following, we describe the process of operation
node partition in Algorithm 4. We define Ofi

j as the j-th
suboperation node of Ofi , which contains a part of operations
to update the forwarding rules of switches along the original
path and the target path of fi. Firstly, we traverse update
operations in Ofi along the target path of fi in reverse
order (line 2). When traversing to a mod operation ofimod,
we construct a suboperation node Ofi

j = ϕfi
jo ∪ ϕ

fi
jt , where

ϕfi
jo and ϕfi

jt denote the sets of update operations acting on
the original subpath and the target subpath of fi, respectively
(line 4). Then we add ofimod to Ofi

j and a set of add operations
{ofiadd} between ofimod and ofi(mod,nt) to ϕfi

jt , where ofi(mod,nt)

is the next mod operation of ofimod along the target path
(lines 5, 6). Executing ofimod and ϕfi

jt makes fi route on its
target subpath. According to ofimod and the operations in ϕfi

jt ,
we judge whether Ofi

j is an independent suboperation node
(lines 7-10). Specifically, a forwarding loop occurs when the
following condition are satisfied: (1) there is a potential loop
in the flow path (e.g., the flow path shown in Fig. 7(b)), and
(2) the operations for adding the target subpath are executed
earlier than the operations for deleting the original subpath in a
potential loop. To avoid a loop, we assign operations that may
incur a loop to two suboperation nodes. The first suboperation
node contains operations to delete the original subpath that is
involved in a potential loop. The second suboperation node
contains operations to add the target subpath that is involved
in a potential loop. The second suboperation node cannot
be updated until the first suboperation node is completed.
Therefore, if the target subpath added by operations in Ofi

j

is involved in a potential loop, Ofi
j is a dependent node.

Otherwise, Ofi
j is an independent node. Next, we check

whether the original subpath deleted by ofimod and the target
subpath added by ofi(mod,no) are involved in a loop, where
ofi(mod,no) is the next mod operation of ofimod along the original
path of fi. If the condition is true, there exits a dependent node
(line 11). We iteratively check whether the original subpath
deleted by ofi(mod,no) and the target subpath added by the
next mod operation of ofi(mod,no) along the original path are
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involved in a loop (line 12). When the original subpath and
the target subpath of ofi(mod,no) are involved in two loops, we
split ofi(mod,no) into two operations ofi(add,sp) and ofi(del,sp) (line
13). The split operation enables ofi(add,sp) and ofi(del,sp) to be
assigned to two suboperation nodes, which reduces the length
of dependencies. Otherwise, there is a node that depends on
the node containing ofi(mod,no), and the latter depends on the
node containing ofimod. Finally, we add del operations {ofidel}
between ofimod and ofi(mod,no) to ϕfi

jo (line 15) and construct the
next suboperation node (lines 17, 18).

Algorithm 4 Operation Node Partition
Input: The operation node Ofi in dependency graph
Output: The suboperation nodes {Ofi

j }
1: j = 0;
2: Traverse operations in Ofi along the target path of fi in reverse order;
3: while ofimod 6= ∅ do
4: O

fi
j = ϕ

fi
jo ∪ ϕ

fi
jt , where ϕfi

jo = ϕ
fi
jt = ∅;

5: O
fi
j = O

fi
j ∪ o

fi
mod, Ofi = Ofi/o

fi
mod;

6: ϕ
fi
jt = ϕ

fi
jt∪{o

fi
add}, where {ofiadd} is a set of add operations between

o
fi
mod and ofi

(mod,nt)
;

7: if the target subpath added by ofimod and ϕfi
jt is involved in a loop

then
8: O

fi
j is a dependent suboperation node;

9: else
10: O

fi
j is an independent suboperation node;

11: if the original subpath deleted by ofimod and the target subpath added
by ofi

(mod,no)
are involved in a loop then

12: while the original subpath deleted by o
fi
(mod,no)

and the target

subpath added by the next mod operation of ofi
(mod,no)

along the
original path are involved in a loop do

13: Split ofi
(mod,no)

into ofi
(add,sp)

and ofi
(del,sp)

;

14: o
fi
(mod,no)

= the next mod operation along the original path;

15: ϕ
fi
jo = ϕ

fi
jo∪{o

fi
del}, where {ofidel} is a set of del operations between

o
fi
mod and ofi

(mod,no)
;

16: O
fi
j = ϕ

fi
jo ∪ ϕ

fi
jt ;

17: j = j + 1;
18: o

fi
mod = o

fi
(mod,nt)

;

19: Divide Ofi into a set of suboperation nodes {Ofi
j };

We use the continuous update instance mentioned in Fig. 1
as an example to illustrate the partition process. We assume
that UE2 arises after NS2. After finishing the operation
composition shown in Fig. 5, we partition the operation nodes
as follows. As shown in Fig. 1, the update operations along the
target path of FA in OFA are {oFA(R1,mod), o

FA
(R5,add)

, oFA(R3,mod),
oFA(R7,add)

, oFA(R2,mod), o
FA
(R6,add)

}. Firstly, we add oFA(R2,mod) to
OFA

1 and add oFA(R6,add)
to ϕFA

1t . Along the original path of
FA, the subpath 〈R2, R3〉 that will be deleted by oFA(R2,mod) is
involved in a potential loop, i.e., {R2 → R3 → R7}, whereas
the original subpath 〈R3, R4〉 that will be deleted by oFA(R3,mod)

is not involved in potential loop. Therefore, oFA(R3,mod) will
not be split. According to Algorithm 4, we obtain an inde-
pendent suboperation node OFA

1 ={oFA(R2,mod), o
FA
(R6,add)

} and
a dependent suboperation nodes OFA

2 . For the suboperation
nodes OFA

2 , we add oFA(R3,mod) to OFA
2 and add oFA(R7,add)

to ϕFA
2t . We continue to search the next mod operation

along the reverse direction of the target path of FA, i.e.,
oFA(R1,mod) and judge that whether the original subpath that

<R1,R5>:5 <R3,R4>:5<R5,R3>:10 <R3,R7>:10 <R7,R2>:10 <R2,R6>:10 <R6,R4>:10<R1,R2>:5

FA

3
O :5

 

<R2,R3>:5

FB

1
O :5

FA

2
O :5

FA

1
O :5

FC
O :51

Fig. 6. Dependency graph with suboperation nodes.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of independent suboperation nodes.

will be deleted by oFA(R1,mod) is involved in a loop. Then,
we produce OFA

2 ={oFA(R3,mod), o
FA
(R7,add)

}. Similarly, the
suboperation nodes OFA

3 ={oFA(R1,mod), o
FA
(R5,add)

} of FA,
OFB

1 ={oFB(R1,add)
,oFB(R2,add)

} of FB , and OFC
1 ={oFC(R3,add)

}
of FC are generated. Fig. 6 is the dependency graph with
suboperation nodes, where OFA

3 and OFA
1 are independent

suboperation nodes of FA. The red edge between OFA
1 and

OFA
2 denotes that OFA

2 cannot be updated before OFA
1 .

We can prove the following about Algorithm 4.
Theorem 2. The number of independent suboperation nodes
obtained by Algorithm 4 is optimal.

Proof: We prove Algorithm 4 is optimal for networks with
or without potential loops. If the flow route has no potential
loop (e.g., the route shown in Fig. 7(a)), Algorithm 4 adds
each mod operation to different suboperation nodes. Therefore,
the number of mod operations is equal to the number of
independent suboperation nodes. According to Definition 8,
the number of independent suboperation nodes produced by
Algorithm 4 is optimal. For the situation where the flow route
has potential loops (e.g., the route shown in Fig. 7(b)), we
assume that Algorithm 4 is not optimal, i.e., there exists an
algorithm that can generate more independent suboperation
nodes than Algorithm 4. We assume Ofi

e is an extra indepen-
dent suboperation node produced by the optimal algorithm.
According to the property of the independent suboperation
node, the target subpath deleted by Ofi

e cannot be in a loop,
while the original subpath added by Ofi

e is not necessary.
If the original subpath deleted by Ofi

e is not involved in a
loop, Ofi

e has the same properties as the suboperation nodes
shown in Fig. 7(a), i.e., both the original subpath and target
subpath of Ofi

e are not involved in loops. Therefore, Ofi
e

is one of the independent suboperation nodes produced by
Algorithm 4, which contradicts the assumption. If the original
subpath deleted by Ofi

e is involved in loops (e.g., the subpath
〈R2, R3〉 or 〈R3, R4〉 in Fig. 7(b)), the mod operation in Ofi

e

has the following properties: (1) the target subpath added by
the mod operation is not involved in a loop, and (2) the original
subpath deleted by the mod operation is involved in a loop.
However, Algorithm 4 can add each mod operation satisfying
these properties to an independent operation node. Therefore,
Ofi

e is one of the independent suboperation nodes produced
by Algorithm 4, which contradicts the assumption.
Theorem 3. The longest dependency chain of suboperation
nodes produced by Algorithm 4 is 2.

Proof: We prove the theorem by constructing a contradic-
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tion. We assume that Algorithm 4 produces three suboperation
nodes O1, O2, and O3, where O3 depends on O2, and O2

depends on O1. In this case, the dependency chain of these
nodes is 3. The above dependency relationships indicate that
the original subpath deleted by O1 and the target subpath
added by O2 are involved in a potential loop. Similarly, the
original subpath deleted by O2 and the target subpath added
by O3 are involved in a loop. Therefore, O2 contains a mod
operation to shift the flow from its original subpath to target
subpath, where the target subpath and the initial subpath are
in two different loops. It contradicts the generation rules
of suboperation nodes in Algorithm 4 (lines 11-13), since
Algorithm 4 divides such a mod operation into two operations
and adds the divided operations to two suboperation nodes.

After suboperation nodes are produced, we update each of
them in the following way. We execute all add operations in
the suboperation node simultaneously. Then we execute the
mod operation, making the flow route on its target subpath.
The corresponding residual link resources are updated. Finally,
we execute all del operations in the suboperation node to delete
the forwarding rules for the original subpath of the flow.
Theorem 4. The update of suboperation nodes is blackhole-
and loop-free.

Proof: The update of the suboperation node first needs
to execute the operations to forward flows to its target sub-
path. Then operations that delete the forwarding rules for
the original subpath of the flow are executed. The above
procedures ensure that packets always have the forwarding
rules on switches, the blackhole-free condition is guaranteed.
Besides, Algorithm 4 always assigns update operations that
may cause a forwarding loop to two suboperation nodes. We
restrict the update order of these two suboperation nodes,
which ensures the loop-free condition.

E. Command Scheduling

After dividing the operation node into several independent
suboperation nodes, the parallelism of the ODG has been
improved. According to the ODG with suboperation nodes,
Algorithm 5 aims to schedule and execute a set of update
commands in order to ensure consistency. We describe Algo-
rithm 5 in detail.

In Algorithm 5, we use θ and θ̃ to denote the set of
candidate update nodes and the set of formal update nodes.
Initially, we add Ofi

j which only contains del operations to θ̃.
Coeus updates such operation nodes directly since executing
del operations release link resources (lines 3-4). Then, we
find the operation nodes which have sufficient resources to
update and put them into θ (lines 5-7). The candidate update
nodes cannot be updated simultaneously since the residual
link resources may be insufficient. To select the operation
nodes which can be updated at once, we rank Ofi

j ∈ θ in
descending order of out-degree and add the congestion-free
operation nodes to θ̃ (lines 8-11). Selecting the operation nodes
with high out-degree because updating these nodes at the same
time will release more link resources. If the link congestion
is unavoidable, i.e., flows occupy insufficient resources of
links mutually, deadlocks occur in the ODG. To assign the
update order of operation nodes involved in a deadlock, for

each operation node, we calculate the throughput loss ratio Φ
caused by the update of the operation node. Similar to [35],
we select the operation node with minimum Φ and update it
by limiting the flow rate to dfi(1−Φ) (lines 13-16). Once a
set of update commands are sent, Coeus checks whether the
new update event arises and decides the next update step.
Algorithm 5 Command Scheduling
Input: The operation dependency graph
Output: A set of update commands
1: θ = θ̃ = ∅;
2: for each operation node Ofi

j do
3: if there is no add and mod operations in Ofi

j then
4: θ̃ = θ̃ ∪Ofi

j ;
5: else
6: if link resources are sufficient for executing operations in Ofi

j then
7: θ = θ ∪Ofi

j ;
8: Rank Ofi

j in θ in descending order according to their out-degrees;
9: for each Ofi

j in θ do
10: if link resources are sufficient for executing operations in θ̃+Ofi

j then
11: θ̃ = θ̃ ∪Ofi

j ;
12: Update operation nodes in θ̃;
13: if a deadlock occurs then
14: for each Ofi

j involved in a deadlock do

15: Calculate throughput loss ratio Φ =
dfi−min{ru,v}

dfi
, where

min{ru,v} is the minimum residual link capacity among the links
that need to be occupied by the update of Ofi

j ;
16: Update Ofi

j with minimum Φ and limit the rate of fi to dfi(1−Φ);

Theorem 5. Coeus always produces a blackhole-free, loop-
free, and congestion-free update sequence.

Proof: According to Theorem 4, suboperation nodes can
be updated in blackhole-free and loop-free manners. Besides,
Algorithm 5 always updates operation nodes with sufficient
link resources. For the condition where the congestion is
unavoidable, i.e., deadlocks occur, we limit the rate of flow to
fit the residual link resources. Therefore, the update process
will never congest the link.

F. Analysis of Time Complexity

Now we analyze the time complexity of Coeus. We assume
that an update event UE containing N update operations
arrives. UE needs to update M flows, i.e., there are M
operation nodes in the dependency graph. We build the depen-
dency relationship for each update operation and composite
the operation if the operation is redundant. It costs O(1)
to check whether an operation is redundant. Therefore, the
cost of dependency relationship construction and operation
composition is O(N). Then, we traverse update operations in
each operation node to divide an operation node into subop-
eration nodes. Since the node partition traverses each update
operation once, the cost is O(N). Assuming each operation
node can be divided into K suboperation nodes. There are
MK operation nodes that need to be scheduled. Since the
command scheduling updates at least one suboperation node
in each round, it needs at most MK rounds to complete
the update. In each round, it costs O(MK) to traverse each
suboperation node and costs O(MK log(MK)) to sort the
suboperation nodes based on their out-degrees. Besides, it
costs O(MK) to determine the suboperation nodes in θ̃ and
costs O(MK) to select the suboperation nodes involved in
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TABLE V
CORRECT OPERATIONS OF UEn , WHERE UEm APPEARED EARLIER THAN

UEn , AND UEm HAS BEEN EXECUTED

UEn

UEm ofiadd ofidel ofimod

ofiadd õfimod ofiadd õfimod

ofidel ofidel ∅ ofidel
ofimod ofimod õfiadd ofimod

deadlocks to execute. Therefore, the command scheduling
costs O(MK × (MK + MK log(MK) + MK + MK)) =
O(M2K2 log(MK)). The total time complexity is O(N) +
O(N) +O(M2K2 log(MK)) = O(N +M2K2 log(MK)).

G. Discussion
Since the network state of the control plane is not strictly

synchronized with the routing state of the data plane, network
applications such as traffic engineering may produce invalid
update events that contain invalid update operations. A simple
way to handle invalid update events is to abandon them and
only perform the continuous update with valid update events.
However, eliminating invalid update events directly may result
in incorrect or missing forwarding rules on switches.

A more reliable method is to transform invalid operations
into correct ones. Specifically, we assume that UEm is a previ-
ously arrived update event and UEn is a newly arriving update
event. The update operations in UEn are not necessarily valid.
The transformation of invalid operations is to ensure that flows
can be routed along the target path required by the update event
UEn when all update operations (including valid operations
and converted operations) in UEn are executed.

Table V and Table VI show the transformation results of
invalid update operations, where the red font represents the
correct update operation transformed by the invalid update
operation in UEn, and the black font represents the valid
update operation. Table V characterizes the condition where
the invalid update event UEn occurs when UEm has been
executed. In this case, the update operations in UEm and
UEn cannot be composed. If an add operation ofiadd ∈ UEn

arises when ofiadd ∈ UEm has been executed, to ensure that
fi is routed on the path specified by UEn, we transform
ofiadd ∈ UEn into a mod operation õfimod ∈ UEn. The mod

operation õfimod deletes the forwarding rule of ofiadd ∈ UEm

and add the forwarding rule of ofiadd ∈ UEn. Then, we add
õfimod to Ofi and construct the corresponding relationships for
õfimod in the ODG. Similarly, other invalid update operations
can transform to correct update operations shown in Table V.
Table VI characterizes the condition where the invalid up-
date event UEn occurs when UEm has not been executed.
Algorithm 3 only composites valid update operations. For
invalid update operations, we replace unexecuted operations
in UEm with operations in UEn and construct dependency
relationships for operations in UEn in the ODG to ensure
that Coeus can execute operations in UEn and flows can be
routed on the paths specified by UEn.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct large-scale simulation experi-
ments to verify the performance of Coeus.

TABLE VI
CORRECT OPERATIONS OF UEn , WHERE UEm APPEARED EARLIER THAN

UEn , AND UEm HAS NOT BEEN EXECUTED

UEn

UEm ofiadd ofidel ofimod

ofiadd ofiadd ∅ ‖ õfimod ofiadd
ofidel ∅ ofidel ofidel
ofimod õfiadd ofimod õfimod

Methodology: Our experiments run on a PC with Intel core
i5-7200U@2.71GHz quad-core processor and 8G of memory.
We evaluate Coeus on two common topologies: (1) The
Microsoft’s WAN topology (i.e., SWAN) [27] with 8 switches
shown in Fig. 8(a). (2) The 8-pods fat-tree [30] with 16 core
switches, 64 aggregate switches, 64 edge switches, and 128
hosts shown in Fig. 8(b). We set the link capacity of each
topology to be 1-Gbps and generate different numbers of
updated flows (i.e., 100, 200, 400, 600) with random source
and destination in the network. We generate continuously
arriving update events with different arrival rates λ to mod-
ify the routes of flows. For each update event that needs
flows to be updated from their initial routes to target routes,
we determine the demands of flows in the following way.
According to the initial routes of flows, we search for the
link that routed through the maximum number of flows and
treat this link as the bottleneck. We divide the capacity of
the bottleneck equally as the demand of each flow routing
through this link. Then we calculate the residual capacity
of each link. We iteratively perform the above operations
and obtain the demand of each flow on its initial route. We
adopt the same method to determine the flow demands on
their target routes. The demand of each flow is set to the
minimum value of demands calculated from its initial and
final routes. According to the test of commodity switches [27],
the execution time of insertion, deletion, and modification
operations is set to 5ms, 5ms, 10ms, respectively. The RTT
between the controller and data plane switches is set to 50ms.

S0

S4S5S6

S1 S2

S3S3S7S7

(a) Microsoft’s WAN topology.

… ……

…

…
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…

…

…

…

(b) Fat-tree topology.

Fig. 8. Network topologies.
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Fig. 9. Maximum link utilization.

We compare the performance of Coeus with “Update Al-
gebra” [28] and Cupid [20]. Specifically, “Update Algebra”
models each operation as a set projection. By leveraging the
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Fig. 10. Update time.
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Fig. 11. Number of executed operations.
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Fig. 12. Operation composition ratio.
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Fig. 13. The number of independent suboperation nodes.

properties of abstract algebra, “Update Algebra” selects the
subsets of projections for execution in order. “Update Algebra”
can process continuous update events in time. However, it only
ensures blackhole-free and loop-free conditions. Cupid is the
state-of-the-art approach to achieve the single update. Given
the initial and target routes of flows, Cupid divides the global
dependencies among flows into several independent segments
and identifies the critical nodes which may cause potential
link congestion. By updating independent segments in par-
allel and updating the critical nodes serially, Cupid ensures
the blackhole-free, loop-free, and congestion-free properties.
However, Cupid can only process one update event at a time.
We repeat the experiments 10 times for each data set to
generate the results discussed below.

Experiment results: We first investigate the maximum link
utilization of Coeus and “Update Algebra” shown in Fig. 9.
We do this simulation with 100 updated flows in the SWAN
topology. The arrival rate λ of update events is set to 3/s.
Once the maximum link utilization is beyond one, it means
that link congestion occurs. Fig. 9 shows that Coeus always
guarantees that the maximum link utilization is less than or
equal to one, ensuring the congestion-free condition during the
update. In contrast, the maximum link utilization of “Update
Algebra” sometimes is over 1.3. The link overload results in
packet loss and the degradation of network performance.

Next, we generate 10 continuous update events and compare
Coeus against Cupid in multiple dimensions. Fig. 10 shows the
time to complete all update events. We observe that the update
time of Coeus is shorter than that of Cupid. Moreover, the gap
between the update completion time of Coeus and Cupid is
getting larger with the arrival rate increasing. Specifically, in
the SWAN topology with 100 updated flows, compared with
Cupid, Coeus improves the update speed by 13.2%, 61.4%,
120.7%, 130.1%, 179.8% when the arrival rate of update

events λ=1/s∼3/s. The reason is that Cupid executes update
events serially while the operation composition in Coeus can
reduce the number of redundant operations, and the node
partition in Coeus can execute update operations in parallel.

Fig. 11 shows the number of executed update operations
after finishing 10 continuous update events. The number of
executed update operations of Cupid is constant with the
arrival rate varying since Cupid needs to execute all update
operations of each update event. In contrast, Coeus executes
fewer operations. This benefits from the operations composi-
tion, which composites unexecuted update operations into the
fewer equivalent ones. Furthermore, the number of executed
operations in Coeus decreases with the arrival rate increasing.
It is because that more unexecuted operations that can be
composed. When the arrival rate λ = 3/s and the number
of updated flows varies from 100 to 400, Coeus reduces
51.2%, 59.9%, 64.2% of executed operations compared with
Cupid in the SWAN. We also observe that executed update
operations in the fat-tree are much more than that of in the
SWAN since flows in the fat-tree are routed through more
links, requiring more update operations. In the fat-tree with
100, 200, 400 flows, Coeus reduces 82.2%, 83.4%, 90.1% of
executed operations compared with Cupid when the arrival
rate λ = 3. This demonstrates that Coeus can execute fewer
update operations while maintaining consistency.

Fig. 12 reflects the average operation composition ratio.
With the arrival rate increasing, the composition ratio in-
creases. Specifically, in the SWAN, Coeus composites at least
30% redundant operations of each update event, while in the
fat-tree, at least 70% operations can be composed by Coeus.
The composition ratio in the fat-tree is higher than that of in
the SWAN because the hierarchical structure of the fat-tree
increases the probability of operation composition.

When 10 continuous update events are completed, we
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count the average number of independent suboperation nodes
produced in each update event in Fig. 13. Compared with
Cupid, Coeus generates more independent suboperation nodes
both in the SWAN and the fat-tree since we have proved that
the longest dependency chain of suboperation nodes produced
by Coeus is 2, while the suboperation nodes produced by
Cupid may have long dependency chains.
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Fig. 14. Number of flows in deadlocks.

Fig. 14 shows the number of flows in deadlocks in 10
continuous update events. We observe that Cupid produces
more flows in deadlocks in both two topologies. The reason
is that suboperation nodes produced by Cupid have long
dependency chains. The dependent suboperation nodes can
only be updated along the dependency chain. In contrast,
Coeus produces more independent suboperation nodes that can
be updated in parallel. Coeus can release more link resources
compared with Cupid, so there are fewer flows in deadlocks.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the continuous update problem in
SDNs. We proposed Coeus to respond to continuous update
events in time while guaranteeing the blackhole-free, loop-
free, and congestion-free properties simultaneously during the
update procedure. We developed a set of efficient algorithms
to handle update events and speed up the update process.
Extensive simulations demonstrate that Coeus can reduce the
makespan and redundant update operations significantly.
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